Extra Large Print Word Search
Fabulous 50's Edition
Our Extra Large Print Word Search Books Are PERFECT For Anyone With Vision Problems! When we decided to make a series of extra large word search books we never dreamed how many lives we would touch. We have received so many glowing reviews from people that bought them for a loved one that had vision problems like macular degeneration or are legally blind and it makes us so happy that we can bring a little joy into their lives. If my Mom were still with us she would be smiling as the idea came from her frustration with store bought large print word search puzzle books. You see, the print in those books just wasn’t large enough for her failing eyes so I designed a series of Extra Large word find books for her and she was thrilled when we gave her our first one. This fun book features words that are based on the Fabulous Fifties: There are 50 1950’s themed puzzles each having 20 words. The left page has the word clues in two columns and is the largest font possible for an 8.5 x 11 book! The right page has the puzzle which also fills the entire page. The answers to the puzzles are all full-page and conveniently placed in the back and numbered to match the actual puzzles; Puzzle 1, Puzzle 2, etc. I am confident that even those with the poorest eyesight will be able to work these extra large word search puzzles. Just do a Look Inside to see how large the clues and puzzles are and then order one for yourself or a loved one today!
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Customer Reviews

A wonderful, extra large print puzzle book! I bought this for my elderly neighbor and while I hoped the print would be even larger, I think this will work fine for her. I'm attaching a photo to show the
actual font. The topics are a bit lame for the '50's theme, but I guess since I wasn't born yet I can complain....

I bought several of these extra large print puzzle books for my 96-year old aunt who is almost blind. She was more excited about these books than any other gift we've given her over the years.

My half blind grandmother likes them and its able to read the print. really worth it.

I bought this for my aunt who is 80 and she loves them they are very easy for her to see.
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